

















AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
(PART 3. Causality)
V.A. Kuligin, G.A. Kuligina, M.V. Korneva. 

Abstract. The problem of causality is considered. It is shown that two models of the causality exist. These are dialectic model and evolutionary model. The  interrelation  between models is considered. It is shown that the instantaneous interaction does not contradict causality.














In our published papers [1], [2], [3] we have shown the following.
1.The quasistatic interactions should be described by instantaneous potentials [3]. The retarded potentials are not suitable for the aim.
2. The conclusion is confirmed by solution of electromagnetic mass problem [2].
3.  Einstein's interpretation of Lorentz's gauge is erroneous [1]. The real velocity of a particle can exceed light velocity.
In Russian paper [4] the problems of causality were considered. However, many readers do not know the paper. The Part 3 is its brief version in which new results are added.

3.1 Philosophical problems of causality
A modern interpretation of causality has several problems not result.
1. The first problem: Are cause and effect simultaneous or not?
2. The second problem: Does an unique tie exist between a cause and effect?
3. The third problem: What find of connections exist between a cause, condition and occasion? May the cause and condition change their roles?
4. The fourth problem: May determinism exist in physics or not? 
And other problems exist.
The first problem is the more important. Here two directions exist for explanation of causality.
The first direction. It was developed by F. Backon, J. Mill and other philosophers. One event or phenomenon (a cause) gives rise to another event or phenomenon (an effect). Always the cause (time tc) forestalls its own effect (time te): te > tc.

Fig. 1
However, the following questions exist.
Could a reason exist, when an effect has not occurred yet, but we do not know that the effect will occur or not?
Whether do an effect exist, when the reason has finished, and its effect extends indefinitely long without the cause?
What do phenomena take place during t (cause was finished, and effect does not start yet)?
Why does the reason give rise to the effect? D. Hume wrote about regularity of events and denied causality. Could his idea be correct?  And other questions.

The second direction.  A cause and its effect are simultaneous (tc = te). Here new problem exists. Why does a cause give rise to the effect, but not the effect give rise the cause? 
Evidently, causality is not a simple problem.

3.2 Transitivity
Any chain series (te > tc) has a property of transitivity. If an event A is a cause of event B (the event B is the effect of A) and if the event B is a cause of event C then the event A is the cause of the event C.
If   A    B  and  B  C  then A  C.
In the first stage the event B is the effect of A, and in the second stage the event B is the cause of C.
Transitivity property makes it possible to divide any chain series in element parts. 
If A  C  then A  B1  B2  B3  …  BN  C.
The useful property of transitivity allows analyzing of chain series. 
However, a new problem arises. Is number N limited by number No or N  ? Using the second dialectic law we confirm that N is limited by No, and next division of the series has no sense. For instance, we crush a part of plumbago. Because of thorough fine grinding (till atomization) we have mono-atom gas C12. The following step is division of carbon atoms. In result we shall deal with a substance that has a new chemical properties. Here quantitative changes are transformed in qualitative changes due to the second dialectic law.
The same result takes place for any chain series. When N = No we deal with causality elements which cannot be divided. A new division is nonsense.
The causality model, which has transitive property, we name as evolution model of causality or evolution causality.

3.3 Dialectic model of causality
I. Kant and G. Hegel wrote that an interaction is the basis of causality. We support the point of view. Also we suppose that an indivisible causality element is conditioned by an interaction. 
To illustrate our point of view we consider, for instance, a collision of two bodies. Two bodies act on one another simultaneously. Due to the interaction (or collision) a state of any body (momentum, track, kinetic energy etc) is changed. If the interaction is absent then any the state of body is conserved. 
We may consider an interaction as the cause and change of the state of any body as a special effect.  A total effect is change of states of two bodies. An element chain (interaction of two bodies) is written by dialectic model of causality. The scheme of dialectic causality is shown in figure 2.
If we replace physical terms by philosophical then it follows:
-  interaction is replaced by unity and struggle of opposites,
-  change of state of objects is replaced by development,
-  interacting objects are replaced by oppositions,
then we obtain the first dialectic law: the development is an effect of unity and struggle of opposites. 
The dialectic model has its name because of the correspondence.  The dialectic causality model is the reflection of objective dialectic contradictions in nature. 

Figure 2.
Now we examine an example, which illustrates difficulties originating due touseof evolutionary model of causality. Let be a resting ball A and moving ball B, which will have a collision. 
On the one hand, before the collision the ball A rests. The ball B changes a state of ball A. Here the ball B is a cause, and the change of state of ball B is effect.
On the other hand, the ball B moved along direct line. The ball B changed its direction of motion or its state only due to the ball A. Here the ball A is the cause, and the state of ball B is the effect.
We see the following negative aspects.
One ball (A or B) has active properties and other ball has passive properties. Similar to a human being, the active ball respecting to passive ball offers properties as a will and desire. We have the collision only due to these qualities.
Two explanations are subjective. The cause is either ball A or ball B.
The retarded potentials together with evolution model disturb symmetry of interaction. The first body acts on second body before second body. We have a "children's question" (problem of priority): what is a body, which as the first began the interaction? This is subjectivity. The Third Newton's principle is violated. The velocity of propagation of interactions supports the subjectivity. 
Thus, evolution model of causality cannot be used for an explanation of interaction. The interactions are things, which can not be described by the evolution model of causality.

3.4 Velocity of propagation of interactions
Now we should consider qualities inherent in dialectic model.
Dialectic model of causality is objective as the interacting bodies (objects) are equivalent and symmetrical.
The model is universal due to universality of interactions.
The model is noncontradictory as a cause and effect are simultaneous. The change of state of bodies (objects) exists together with the interaction at one time. However, the interaction and change of states represent different aspects. The interaction (cause) reflects a spatial tie of bodies (objects). The change of states of bodies (objects) shows temporal tie of initial and final states during any time interval of interaction.
The model has an unambiguous and unique inter-dependence of a cause and its effect. 
More over, the model may be used for any interactions. In framework of the model instantaneous interactions can exist without limits.
The terms as “interaction” and “state” are widely used in physics. Consequently, the dialectic model has to be the main causality model in physics.
Here it would be well to discuss the term “velocity of propagation of interactions”. We consider a simple example. Let be two rest charges. A distance between charges is large, and we ignore Coulomb forces. 
In time t1 the first charge is accelerated. Radiated electromagnetic wave moves to the second charge. The wave will interact with the second charge later. Does a contradiction with dialectic model exist?  No! This is the chain series, but not a simple interaction.
The interaction of the first charge with a field exists. The field accelerates the first charge. Electromagnetic wave is radiated by the first charge because of the interaction. Here we must use dialectic model of causality.
The electromagnetic wave travels to the second charge.
Later the second charge interacts with the electromagnetic wave. Here we must use dialectic model of causality too.
It is known from Special Relativity theory that velocity of propagation of interactions is limited with light velocity. We may tell the following.
Apologists of Special Relativity do not give a definition of the velocity.
Also they do not give a way to measure the velocity.
This is not incidentally.
	Firstly, in paper [1] we have proved that a real particle velocity may be more than light velocity. Could the interaction, which moves with the maximum velocity of propagation of interactions, have overtaken the particle?
Secondly, the physical interaction is neither material object, nor substance. It is not sprinter, which rushes from one body to another and back with speed of light. The interaction is objective process. The process does not depend on an observer or frame of observer. Hence, the velocity of propagation of interactions also must not depend on frame of observer. The dependence is nonsense. An observer cannot change the process by a replacing of own frame. Only a rate of interaction may exist, and a changing of the process in space in its own frame of observer exists. "Velocity of propagation of interactions" as term should be remote from physical lexicon.

3.5 Evolution model of causality
In Section 2 we travel from evolution model to dialectic model of causality. Now we travel back. We may construct a simple chain series with several sequential interactions. Two types of chain series exist.
Object chain series. It exists when we watch the migrations of a body (object), for instance, a tennis sphere or Brownian corpuscle.
Information chain series. It exists when we keep track of an informing event (or phenomenon).  For example, we keep track of a fall of domino line-up.
A simple chain series belong to any type or their combination. We can divide these chain series into element interactions and may examine their causality with dialectic model.
A complex chain series or net has many branches which repeatedly cross and give new branches. We have complex problem of causal analysis, which can be simplified.
Firstly, if we used dialectic model then detailed analysis would be bulky and complicated. Sometimes the analysis may not be realized technically. Here we must use evolution model of causality. 
Secondly, we seek often a tie between one event (phenomenon) and effect of the event. Excess information and detail aspects of net are not necessary. We observe a sequence of the phenomena or events, but not interactions. Due to mentioned aspects the following conversions are used in evolution model.
To simplify the analysis we do not consider all interactions. We separate a main causal branch. Other branches are ignored. However, a precision and uniqueness are not conserved.
To save the precision and uniqueness we replace ignored branches by a set of conditions. The correct choice of conditions is a guarantee of the precision and uniqueness. The set of conditions forms a "river-bed" in which historical events "flow".
Evolution model ignores interactions, but it is based on interactions. The model considers events in temporal sequence. In the framework of the model a cause and effect have different contents. Dialectic model of causality uses an interaction as cause (final cause) and changes of states as effect.  In framework of evolution model a cause (active cause) and effect are events (phenomena) which do limit the net.
In framework of evolution model a cause and effect has equal properties. Due to the properties an end event (effect) of the one chain series is the cause of other chain series. This causes property of transitivity.
Thus, two causal models have mutual tie. 

Conclusion
The causality principle plays the important role in all physical theories. Our analysis of causality has shown the following.
1. There are two causality models. They are dialectic model and evolutionary model of causality. Two models have mutual tie.
2. For analysis of physical interactions only the dialectic model of causality should be used. The instantaneous interactions do not contradict the model. The velocity of propagation of interactions is nonsense.
3. It is possible that the causality is not restricted by two these models. The more complicated systems may exist (for example, there are cybernetic, biological and social systems). 
For example, the rabbit fades in the spring and autumn. May we consider a season as a cause? No, it is not. The reason is hidden deeply in genetic memory of rabbit organism. The seasons alternates during millions of years. The information had accumulated in rabbit genetic memory of very much generation. Because of the information the rabbit will fade in room where changes of temperature are absent in long time.
Causality has no limitations. The interaction is always a basis of causality. We can say that indeterminism is a false direction in physics and philosophy.
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